[1] A Hall MHD simulation of multiple X line reconnection, in which a diffusion region around the standing X line and the moving plasmoids are involved, is presented. The observed features of Hall magnetic and electric fields in the diffusion region and the direction reversal of the electron flow in the vicinity of the magnetic separatrices are displayed in case 1 with the guide field B y0 = 0. During the passage of a tailward moving plasmoid the bipolar B y waveform signatures caused by the Hall current and the Hall electric field signatures in case 1 are qualitatively in line with the observations from the Geotail and Cluster spacecraft. Case 2 with B y0 = 0.15 is carried out to investigate the reconnection configuration on the earthward side of the X line. The peaking signature of the positive B y correlated with the bipolar (−/+) B z is observed while an earthward moving plasmoid passes though the given point below the current sheet and close to the midplane; but the negative B y is recorded at the given point above the current sheet. Such positive and negative B y signatures, which are comparable with the observations from Cluster 3 and other Cluster spacecraft, are attributed to the B y asymmetric structures associated with the Hall effect. The enhancement and variation of the electric field detected by Cluster 3 might be related to the −V′ × B electric field associated with the earthward movement of the X line.
Introduction
[2] Magnetic reconnection is one of the fundamental processes in space plasmas. By virtue of the efficiency in converting magnetic energy into kinetic and thermal energies of plasmas, magnetic reconnection is believed to be the most likely cause of explosive phenomena such as solar flares and magnetosphere substorms where the rapid conversion of energy take place. Also, it is arguably an efficient mechanism for the entry of solar wind plasma and electromagnetic energy into the magnetosphere. The reconnection is initiated in a narrow region where the magnetic field lines diffuse from the plasma, allowing the opposite field lines to merge and change the topology. For a sufficiently collisional plasma the frozen-in flux constraint is broken by the resistive effect in the diffusion region. In collisionless plasma the dissipation layer develops a multiscale structure based on electron and ion scale lengths [Biskamp et al., 1997; Shay et al., 1998; Birn et al., 2001] . These scales can be obtained from the generalized Ohm's law,
[3] The second, third and fourth terms on the right-hand side of equation (1) are attributed to the finite electron inertia (w pe is the electron plasma frequency), the divergence of electron pressure tensor and the Hall effect, respectively. At scale lengths above the ion inertial length d i = c/w pi (where w pi is the ion plasma frequency) all of the non-MHD terms in (1) can be neglected and the MHD description is valid. At scale lengths below d i the motion of electrons and ions decouple [Sonnerup, 1979] , and it was established that the resulting currents generated from the relative motion of electrons and ions produced a characteristic quadrupolar outof-plane magnetic field pattern [Terasawa, 1983] . Such Hall magnetic field structure, to be regarded as a key feature of collisionless reconnection, has been found by a number of spacecraft missions at the dayside magnetopause [Deng and Matsumoto, 2001; Vaivads et al., 2004] and in the magnetotail [Øieroset et al., 2001; Borg et al., 2005] . On 11 December 1994 the Geotail spacecraft encountered with an active reconnection diffusion region around the X line in the Earth's magnetotail. Three interesting features were observed. One is quadrupole pattern of the out-of-plane B y magnetic field component during the passage of magnetic island. The second is a direction reversal of the electron beams in the vicinity of the separatrix of the magnetic topology of reconnection. The third is a clear plasma flow reversal. By combining the observation of plasma, magnetic field, particles and waves, Deng et al. [2004] reported the evidence of multiple X lines collisionless reconnection in the magnetotail.
[4] The formation of plasmoids in the magnetotail can be understood in terms of the multiple X line reconnection (MXR) model proposed to explain the helical magnetic structure in flux transfer events (FTEs) at the dayside magnetopause [Lee et al., 1985] . On 2 October 2003 the observation made by the four Cluster spacecraft showed that the variations of field and flow in the vicinity of magnetotail current sheet are most consistent with a series of two active reconnection sites bounding an Earthward moving flux rope. It may provide (further) important experimental validation of MXR theories on the mesoscale (tens of ion inertial length) level [Eastwood et al., 2005] . A large number of plasmoids observed in the magnetotail exhibit not only the usual bipolar signature in the north-south magnetic field component B z , but also a very strong cross-tail magnetic field component B y (core B y field). Such plasmoids with a strong core B y field were envisaged to have helical magnetic field structures and called "magnetic flux rope" (MFR) [Chen et al., 2007; Slavin et al., 2003] . The direction of the core B y field in MFR is usually in the direction of the B y component of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) [Moldwin and Hughes, 1992] . The dawn-dusk magnetic field B y in the magnetotail has been found to be well correlated with the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) B y component [Fairfield, 1979; Lui, 1984] . Based on magnetic field measurements over a large fraction of the magnetotail, Fairfield [1979] found that the B y component of IMF penetrates partially (∼0.13) into the magnetotail. Hughes and Sibeck [1987] compared observation of B y within plasmoids with simultaneous upstream IMF B y data and found that the polarities of B y components in IMF and plasmoid/ flux rope do indeed agree. Besides, the other kind of plasmoids detected in the magnetotail reveals the bipolar waveform signatures in both B z and B y components [Deng et al., 2004; Zong et al., 1997] . They were considered to be plasmoid-like structures with closed-looped magnetic field lines. In the present work the term plasmoid is used for both of MFR and "closed loop" plasmoid. Eastwood et al. [2007] reported multipoint Cluster observations of a reconnection event in the near-Earth magnetotail. The different spacecraft on opposite sides of the magnetotail current sheet observed mirror image Hall structure in both the electric and magnetic field near the diffusion region. Shortly before the diffusion region encounter (at 09:42:48UT), Cluster 3, close to the current sheet, observed an extremely well defined earthward moving flux rope. In addition, a larger tailward moving plasmoid-like structure, which does not exhibit any enhancement in the core magnetic field and electric field, was observed by all the spacecraft at 09:50UT.
[5] The Geospace Environmental Modeling (GEM) Reconnection Challenge was designed to determine the physics in the diffusion region around a neutral line. In Hall MHD, hybrid and full-particle simulations Shay et al., 2001; Pritchett, 2001 ] the B y field around an X line exhibited the characteristic quadrupole pattern that is expected due to the in-plane Hall currents caused by the decoupling motion between ions and electrons [Sonnerup, 1979; Terasawa, 1983] . We derived a 2.5 dimensional (D) Hall MHD code from the multistep implicit scheme [Hu, 1989] to study collisionless reconnection problems. Yang and Jin [2004] investigated the driven reconnection processes with various scales. The quadrupolar B y structure around an X line was exhibited in the cases with L c /d i ≤ 1.0 (L c is the half thickness of initial current layer, d i is the ion inertial length). Jin et al. [2005] examined the dependence of the Hall effect on plasma b, and found that the openness of the magnetic separatrix angle is enlarged as b increases and the fine structures of B y contours with reversed sign emerge as b > 2.0. The numerical results indicated that these fine structures are attributed to the reversed currents associated with the relative motions between electrons and ions [Jin et al., 2005] . The density depletion layers in magnetic reconnection were explored [Yang et al., 2006] . The simulation results showed not only the density depletions along the magnetic separatrices but also a density dip near the X line and indicated that the Hall effect is responsible for the phenomena of density depletion. On the basis of the comparison between simulation results and Wind observations they argued that the density dip observed by Wind would be distributed around the reconnection X line, rather than along the magnetic separatrix [Yang et al., 2006] . The effects of the initial guide field B y0 on the reconnection dynamics were examined by Yang et al. [2008] . The openness of the magnetic separatrix angle is slightly reduced and the features of the reconnection field are substantially altered in the presence of B y0 .
[6] The formation of plasmoids has been investigated by the different simulations. Full particle simulations presented by Drake et al. [2006] suggested that the strength of an ambient guide magnetic field controls whether magnetic reconnection remains steady or becomes bursty. Specifically during antiparallel (component) reconnection the electron current layers that form near the magnetic X line are short (long) and therefore stable (unstable) to the formation of secondary magnetic islands. A fully kinetic simulation with open boundary conditions showed that a secondary island will form in an extended electron current sheet, even when no guide field is present [Daughton et al., 2006] . The observations about a secondary island near the center of an ion diffusion region were reported [Wang et al., 2010a [Wang et al., , 2010b .
[7] Many attempts have been done to explain the observed strong core field in plasmoids. Walker and Ogino [1996] studied the origin and evolution of MFR using a threedimensional (D) global MHD simulation. When there initially was no IMF B y in the plasma sheet, reconnection led to the formation of plasmoid composed of a quasi-2D closed magnetic loop structure. For IMF B y ≠ 0 initially in the plasma sheet the reconnection immediately led to the formation of an MFR structure [Walker and Ogino, 1996] . Ma et al. [1994] proposed that the increase in the core magnetic field depends on both the property of the initial configuration and the particular reconnection geometry on the basis of the 2D and 3D simulations of various reconnection models. Sonnerup [1987] examined the basic properties and motions of flux tubes of the Russell-Elphic type for FTEs at the magnetopause and suggested that in the supercritical case the circumferential magnetic flux is continually fed into the flux tube from the surrounding magnetopause and the helical FTE field lines are formed. A 2.5D MHD simulation of multiple-plasmoid-like structures in the course of a substorm was carried out by Jin et al. [2001] . The results indicated that the occurrence of various magnetic structures in the magnetotail might be related to the different initial distributions of B y component in the driven reconnection processes. Karimabadi et al. [1999] carried out 2D and 3D hybrid simulations. The large observed core field in the plasmoid was explained in terms of Hallgenerated currents. Ion beta and the presence of a preexisting guide field are two important factors controlling the Hall-generated field.
[8] Recently, we investigated the plasmoid-like structures in multiple X line Hall MHD reconnection [Liu et al., 2009] . The numerical results of the cases with the initial guide field B y0 ≥ 0.3 and B y0 = 0 exhibited the observed features of the magnetic flux rope (MFR) and "closed loop" plasmoid in the magnetotail, respectively. The following implications can be drawn from the simulation results: (1) Hall effect and a preexisting cross-tail component B y are two important factors controlling the occurrence of various plasmoid-like structures in the magnetotail; and (2) in the later phase the nonlinear interaction between Hall effect and the B y flux added by the plasma inflow make a most important contribution to the growth of the core B y field [Liu et al., 2009] . Here, we present a Hall MHD simulation of multiple X line reconnection in which the moving plasmoid-like structures and a reconnection diffusion region around the X line are involved. In this simulation the features of the Hall fields in the moving plasmoids and the diffusion region can be comparable with the observations from Cluster [Eastwood et al., 2007] and Geotail [Deng et al., 2004] . The specific causes of the observed features will be discussed in terms of the comparison between the simulation results and spacecraft observations in this report.
[9] The organization of the present paper is as follows. In section 2 we will describe our 2.5D Hall MHD simulation model. In section 3 we provide the results of case 1 having no initial guide field (B y0 = 0) and compare with the observations made by Cluster and Geotail spacecraft. In section 4 the results of case 2 with a weak guide field are presented and "a small-scale flux rope" observed by Cluster 3 will be discussed. The basic results and the implication of our present work are summarized in section 5.
Simulation Model
[10] A magnetic flux function A(x, z, t) is introduced by the equation
[11] In the present simulation we employ a coordinate system where the x direction corresponds to the main component of magnetic field, the z coordinate is perpendicular to the plasma sheet and the y coordinate completes the right-hand set. For the magnetotail research the directions of x and y axes in the simulation coordinate system are opposite to those in the solar-magnetospheric coordinate (GSM). A Harris current sheet equilibrium solution is chosen as the initial state. The initial magnetic field and the static isothermal equilibrium state can be found in work by Liu et al. [2009] . The initial Harris sheet equilibrium is not modified by the addition of a uniform out-of-plane magnetic field component B y0 , and so the cases with the guide field B y0 = 0 and 0.15 (in unit of B 0 , B 0 is the initial value of B x field at the top and bottom boundaries) are investigated in this simulation.
[12] On the basis of the Hall MHD approximation, the generalized Ohm's law, including the Hall current and scalar electron pressure gradient terms, is combined with Faraday's induction equation. The 2.5D Hall MHD equations are written in dimensionless forms which can be found in work by Jin et al. [2005] and Yang et al. [2006] . The length, magnetic field strength, density, temperature, magnetic flux function, velocity and time are scaled by L 0 , B 0 ,
And the factor (4p) 1/2 is involved in the unit of B 0 , so that 1/4p doesn't appear in Lorentz force terms. The dimensionless parameters c m , K H and K P are given by
where b = P 0 /(B 0 2 /2) is the ratio of plasma pressure to magnetic pressure outside the current sheet. In the present study, the resistivity h is assumed to be uniform and the Lundquist number S = L 0 V A /h = 1/c m is set as 3300. The other parameters are taken as follows: T 0 = 6.48 × 10 7 K, B 0 = 30 nT, r 0 = 1.67 × 10 −25 g/cm 3 (corresponding to
L 0 = 5d i and b = 0.5 and the electric field unit E 0 = B 0 V A /c = 62.1mVm −1 . The numerical computation is carried out in the whole simulation domain which extends from 0 to L x in the x direction and from −L z to L z in the z direction. To examine the behaviors of multiple X line reconnection, the long domain (L x = 8 in unit of L 0 ) is employed in the runs presented here. Along the left boundary (x = 0) and right boundary (x = L x = 8), r, V x , V y , V z , B y , and T are determined by the linear extrapolation. For the magnetic flux function A(x, z, t), we choose ∂ 2 A/∂x 2 = 0 (i.e., ∂B z /∂x = 0) at the left and right boundaries. Along the top boundary (z = L z = 1) and bottom boundary (z = −L z = −1), the parameters r, T, B y , V x , and V y are maintained at their initial values, and ∂ 2 A/∂z∂t is chosen to be zero (i.e., ∂B x /∂t = 0). [13] In order to simulate the situation of the multiple X line reconnection, in which the moving plasmoids and a reconnection diffusion region around the standing X line are involved, the inflows V z (in unit of V A ) imposed at the top and bottom boundaries are assumed to be the following patterns: At x = L x /2, V z = ∓(V 1 + V 2 ) are the maximum inflows and [14] The 2.5D MHD equations are solved by a Hall MHD code [Yang and Jin, 2004] derived from multistep implicit scheme [Hu, 1989] . In the present simulation, the computational domain is divided into 257 × 61 grid points. In order to allow adequate spatial resolution in the current sheet, the grid spacing in the z direction from z = 0 to z = ±L z increases according to a geometric series. In the x direction, the computation from x = 0 to x = L x = 8 is advanced by a uniform grid point spacing Dx = 0.03125. To ensure computational accuracy and numerical stability, the time steps Dt are required to satisfy the following Courant condition: Dt ≤ DL/V max , where DL is the minimum grid spacing and V max is the maximum of the plasma velocity V in the simulation box.
3. Simulation Results for Case 1 (No Guide Field, i.e., B y0 = 0)
[15] The initial equilibrium state is driven by the inflows with the pattern mentioned in Simulation Model. The standing X line is formed in the center (x = L x /2 = 20d i , z = 0) of the simulation domain, but the quasi steady state of reconnection is not reached in the long current layer and the plasmoid-like structures emerge at both sides of the X line. For the convenience of the comparison between simulation results and the observations, the left and right sides of the X line are referred to as the earthward and tailward sides, respectively, in the following. In case 1 with the initial guide field B y0 = 0 the behaviors of the diffusion region around the standing X line and a tailward moving plasmoid are investigated using a Hall MHD code [Yang and Jin, 2004] .
A Tailward Moving Plasmoid and the Time Histories of the Components in the Magnetic and Electric Fields While It Passes Through the Given Points
[16] The characteristic quadrupolar pattern of the out-ofplane B y component around the reconnection X line is generated by Hall effect. The small plasmoids emerge in the current sheets on both sides of the standing X line. The plasmoids gradually grow and the openness of the B y quadrupolar structure correspondingly expands as the reconnection proceeds. We pay our attention to the right side of the X line. The time evolution of the reconnection configuration at the tailward side of the X line is shown in Figure 1 where the contours of the out-of-plane magnetic field B y are exhibited by the color plots; the magnetic field lines (i.e., the contours Figure 1 . The magnetic field lines (solid lines), the contours of the out-of-plane magnetic field B y (color plots), and the velocity vectors of the plasma flow (arrows) at the tailward side of the X line for case 1 (B y0 = 0) at (a) t = 7.5t A , (b) t = 9.0t A , (c) t = 10.0t A , (d) t = 11.0t A , (e) t = 12.0t A , and (f) t = 13.0t A .
of A(x, z)), magnetic separatrices and velocity vectors of plasma flow are expressed by the solid lines, dashed lines and arrows, respectively. In the evolutional phase of reconnection the openness of the quadrupolar B y pattern around the standing X line is gradually expanded and the structures of B y contours with the reversed sign take place in the plasmoids contained between the B y structures of the X line. As seen in Figure 1a (t = 7.5t A ), a flat plasmid is embedded between the magnetic separatrices, and the polarities of the emergent B y field in the plasmoid is opposite to those of the B y structure around the standing X line. This situation is rather similar to occurrences of the inner B y quadrupolar pattern in the plasmoids [Liu et al., 2009] and emergence of some fine B y structures within the original B y structures [Jin et al., 2005] . In Figure 1 the in-plane plasma flows marked by the arrows show the inflows from the top and bottom boundaries and the outflow ejected from the X line. The high-speed tailward flow from the X line pushes the plasmoid to move tailward.
[17] The tailward moving plasmoid gradually grows as the reconnection proceeds. At t = 9t A (Figure 1b) the B y structures with the yellow and blue color occur at the tailward side of the sizable plasmoid and evolve into the red and dark blue B y regions at t = 10t A (Figure 1c) . While the plasmoid continuously moves tailward, the red and dark blue B y regions are close up to the right boundary and the new B y structures with the yellow and blue color occur on the opposite side of them at t = 11t A . In Figure 1e (t = 12t A ), the red and dark blue B y pieces on the tailward side of the outer regions are convected out of the right boundary and there occurs a quadrupolar B y structure with green/ yellow and blue color in the inner region of the plasmoid. The B y picture including the inner and outer regions in the moving plasmoid, as shown in Figures 1d and 1e , resembles to that in the stationary plasmoid [Liu et al., 2009] and it is also somewhat similar to the intensity plot of out-ofplane field from the hybrid simulation by Karimabadi et al. [2004] . The plasmoid continuously moves tailward and its half has departed from the simulation domain at t = 13t A . There are the dark blue and red B y regions of the outer layer and the red and blue B y pieces of the inner layer in the remainder of plasmoid, as seen in Figure 1f .
[18] In case 1 the plasma inflow does not transfer any B y flux to the reconnection region and the maximum and minimum of B y are maintained at about ±0.3, as shown in the color bar of Figure 1 , since B y is kept up the initial magnitude (B y0 = 0) along the top and bottom boundaries. This indicates that in Figure 1 the generation and development of the B y several layer structures is caused by Hall current associated with the decoupling motion between the electrons and ions and independent of the external mechanism, as explained in Liu et al.'s [2009] work.
[19] In Figure 1 the given points P 1 (x = 35.5d i , z = 0.4d i ), P 2 (x = 33.8d i , z = −0.2d i ) and P 3 (x = 34.7d i , z = −1.0d i ) are marked by circled dots, circled plus signs, and boxed plus signs, respectively. As seen in Figure 1 , P 1 and P 2 are located at the upside and downside of the neutral sheet and P 3 is below P 2 . For case 1 the time variations of the plasma velocity V x component, the magnetic field B x , B y and B z component at the three given points are shown in Figures 2a-2d where the histories at P 1 , P 2 and P 3 are expressed by the solid lines, dot-dashed lines and dashed lines, respectively. The directions of x and y axes in the simulation coordinate system are opposite to those in GSM, and so in Figure 2a the history of the positive V x shows the development of the tailward directed plasma flow at the given points. As seen in Figure 2a , in the histories marked by the solid line and dot-dashed line V x quickly increase as the high-speed tailward flow reaches at P 1 and P 2 close to the neutral sheet and the maximums of V x exceed 0.4V A (∼800 km/s); but at the given point P 3 , V x raises gently and V x | max is about 0.4-0.5V A in the history with a dashed line. In Figure 2b the positive B x goes on record at P 2 and P 3 below the neutral sheet, and the negative B x is indicated at P 1 above the neutral sheet in the simulation Figure 2 . For case 1 the time variations of (a) the plasma velocity V x component and the magnetic field (b) B x , (c) B y , and (d) B z components at the given points P 1 (solid lines), P 2 (dot-dashed lines), and P 3 (dashed lines). In Figure 1 the given points P 1 (x = 35.5d i , z = 0.4d i ), P 2 (x = 33.8d i , z = −0.2d i ), and P 3 (x = 34.7d i , z = −1.0d i ) are marked by circled dots, circled plus signs, and boxed plus signs, respectively. coordinate system. And the value of B x in the history marked by the dot-dashed line is less than those in the other two B x histories because P 2 lies closest to the neutral sheet. In Figure 2d the B z histories at all three given points show the bipolar positive/negative signatures associated with the passage of a tailward moving plasmoid. The bipolar B z signatures are correlated with high-speed tailward flow, as seen in Figures 2a and 2d . It indicates that the plasmoid is convected in the outflow of reconnection X line. These features are comparable with the observations made by Geotail [Deng et al., 2004] and Cluster spacecraft [Eastwood et al., 2007] .
[20] Making a comparison between Figures 2d and 2c , we find that the bipolar (+/−) signatures of B z are accompanied by the bipolar B y waveform signatures, which are associated with the development of several layer B y structures in Figure 1 . In the B y history 1 recorded at P 1 above the neutral sheet B y is first negative and switches to positive at about t = 9.5t A , while the blue wing of the B y structure in the outer region of plasmoid and the red piece in the emerging B y structure on the tailward side of plasmoid successively sweeps over P 1 (Figures 1b and 1c) . Then, B y in the history 1 (solid line) is maintained at the positive value during t = 11-12t A when a yellow/green piece of the inner B y structure in the plasmoid passes through P 1 (Figures 1d and 1e) . While the plasmoid is continuously convected toward the magnetotail, the given point P 1 enters a dark blue piece of the outer layer B y structures (Figure 1f) .
As a result, in the history 1 (solid line) of Figure 2c B y switches to negative after 12t A . This means that the B y bipolar waveform signature is attributed to the several layer B y structures which are caused by the effect of Hall current associated with the decoupling motions between the electrons and ions [Liu et al., 2009] . Whereas the opposite reversals of B y are observed at P 3 below the neutral sheet, as shown in the history 3 (dashed line), a negative/positive and positive/negative reversals of B y takes place during t = 8.5-10t A and another negative/positive transition in B y is observed at about 11.5t A . The B y history 2 (dot-dashed line) observed at P 2 below the neutral sheet is somewhat similar to the history 3, but the amplitude of the B y fluctuation signature marked by the dot-dashed line is less than those in the other two B y histories since P 2 is closest to the current sheet. In Figure 2c the B y histories with the opposite reversals arise from that the pieces with the opposite signs in the B y structures generated by Hall current pass through P 1 above the current sheet and the given points (P 2 , P 3 ) below the current sheet, respectively. The bipolar B y waveform histories shown in Figure 2c are qualitatively in line with the B y signatures observed by Geotail and Cluster spacecraft during the passages of the tailward moving magnetic islands, which can be found in Figure 5 provided by Deng et al. [2004] and Figure 7 given by Eastwood et al. [2007] .
[21] The generalized Ohm's law, including the Hall current and scalar electron pressure gradient terms, is employed in this Hall MHD simulation and
[22] The simulation results carried out by Yang et al. [2006] and Wang et al. [2001] showed that the y component E iy of E i over the broader reconnection layer is supported by the Hall current term K H J Â B, except that it is supported by the resistive diffusion term J y /S at the X line. The components of E i in (x, z) plane are computed using the expression (6). It is found that the second term (Hall term) on the right-hand side of (6) is a dominant factor in E ix and E iz , namely,
In the following E i is referred to as the Hall electric field. At the given points P 1 and P 2 the time variations of the three components in the Hall electric field Figure 3 where the solid lines and dot-dashed lines denote the histories at P 1 and P 2 close to the neutral sheet, respectively. In Figure 2d the bipolar positive/negative signatures of B z indicates that a tailward moving plasmoid passes through all three given points. In the meantime there are no any notable enhancements in E ix and E iz , as seen in Figures 3a  and 3c . But in Figure 3b there is a perturbation of E iy in the history 1 (solid line) and a rise of E iy takes place in the history 2 (dot-dashed line). The features shown in Figure 3 are comparable with the electric field from Cluster observation during the passage of a tailward moving island, as seen in Figure 7 presented by Eastwood et al. [2007] . In their report, Eastwood et al. [2007] stated that the resulting electric field (E + V i × B) is likely to be dominated by the J × B term and the Hall field is plotted in Figure 7 . [23] Driven by the inflow mentioned in Simulation model, a standing X line is generated in the center (x = L x /2 = 20d i , z = 0) of the simulation domain. At t = 10t A the plan view of the diffusion region around the X line is shown in Figure 4a where the magnetic field lines, magnetic separatrices and cut lines are marked by the solid lines, dashed lines and dot lines, respectively. The arrows exhibit the morphology of the Hall electric field in the (x, z) plane. As shown in Figure 4a , the magnetic field lines are driven inward by the incoming flow imposed at the top and bottom boundaries and then reconnected in a localized diffusion region at the center. The reconnection field lines are convected sideways in the outflow region. Figures 4b-4d show the profiles of the magnetic field B x , B z and B y components along the cut 1 (dashed line) and cut 2 (solid line), respectively. In the simulation coordinate system the negative and positive B x are indicated in the profiles with the dashed and solid line in Figure 4b , since the cut 1 and cut 2 is above and below the neutral sheet, respectively. The positive/negative reversals of B z at the X line are shown in Figure 4c . The mirror image profile in the B y component can be found in Figure 4d where a negative/positive transition of B y is exhibited in the profile along cut 1 above the neutral sheet and a positive/ negative reversal of B y is observed in the profile along cut 2 below the neutral sheet. Such B y signatures with the opposite reversals are corresponding to the quadrupole B y structure around the X line. The snapshots of V x at t = 10t A along cut 1 and cut 2 are given in Figure 4e . As shown in Figure 4e , the reversals of V x at the X line are correlated with the reversals in B z and the earthward and tailward outflows with the same magnitude are ejected from the standing X line. The profiles of the Hall electric field E ix , E iz and E iy components along cut 1 and cut 2 are shown in Figures 4f, 4g , and 4h, respectively. In Figure 4f the E ix profiles with the bipolar patterns illustrate that the negative E ix on the earthward side of the X line switches to the positive on the tailward side. In Figure 4g the negative and positive E iz are exhibited in the profiles along cut 1 (dashed line) above the neutral sheet and cut 2 (solid line) below the neutral sheet, respectively. The largest absolute value of E iz is approximate to |E iz | m ≈ 0.6 (37mVm −1 ) and E iz is minimized in the central region of the current sheet. In Figure 4a the arrows denote the vectors of Hall electric field in the (x, z) plane, which illustrates that the symmetric Hall electric field is inwardly directed on both sides of the current sheet around the X line. The features of Hall electric field exhibited in Figures 4a and 4g can be comparable with the observation from Cluster, as shown in Figures 12 and 8 given by Eastwood et al. [2007] . The E iy profiles in Figure 4h show that the out-of-plane electric field (E iy ) is almost negative in the vicinity of reconnection diffusion region. This is also in line with the Cluster observation, as seen in Figure 9 presented by Eastwood et al. [2007] , in view of the opposite direction of the y axis in the simulation coordinate system to that in GSM [Eastwood et al., 2007] .
[24] The velocity vector plot of the in-plane electron flow at t = 10t A is given in Figure 5a where the velocity vectors of the electron flow are expressed by the arrow, the magnetic field line, magnetic separatrices and the cut line are marked by the solid lines, dashed lines and dot-dashed line, respectively. In Hall MHD the ion flow velocity V i ≈ V and the electron flow velocity can be expressed as V e ≈ V − K H J/n, where n is the proton density (in a hydrogen plasma). In order to clearly illustrate the distributions of the electron flow at the tailward side of the X line, only the data for 20d i ≤ x ≤ 30d i and −3.5d i ≤ z ≤ 3.5d i are used in Figure 5a 's plotting. The inward electron inflows are deflected into the horizontal outflow in the vicinity of the magnetic separatrices, as shown in Figure 5a . Comparing Figure 5a with Figure 1c , we can find the obvious separation between the electron flow and ion flow along the magnetic separatrices near the X line, which should be responsible for the quadrupolar B y structure around the X line. In order to get a further understanding of the electron and ion motion, the profiles of the V x component in the electron and ion flows along z at x = 23.3d i is given in Figure 5b where the dashed line and solid line denote the x component of the ion and electron velocity, respectively. As seen in Figure 5b , the electron velocity V ex notably separates from the ion velocity V ix ; and the negative/positive and positive/negative reversals of V ex take place in the vicinity of the lower and upper magnetic separatrix, respectively. The feature of the electron velocity shown in Figure 5 might be representative of the observed direction reversal of the electron beams in the vicinity of magnetic separatrix, as schematically illustrated in Figure 1 [Deng et al., 2004] .
[25] As mentioned above, the simulation results of case 1 (B y0 = 0) reveal that the features of Hall magnetic and electric fields in the reconnection diffusion region, the direction reversal of the electron flow in the vicinity of the magnetic separatrices and the plasma flow reversal around the X line. These are in line with the observations made by Cluster and Geotail spacecraft. The time histories of the components in the magnetic and electric fields are also comparable with the observations as a tailward moving plasmoid passes through the given points [Eastwood et al., 2007; Deng et al., 2004] .
Simulation Results for Case 2 With a Weak
Guide Field (B y0 = 0.15): A Discussion on a "Small-Scale Flux Rope" Observed by Cluster 3
[26] Inspecting attentively to the magnetic field in Figure 2 observed by Cluster between 09:40:00 and 09:52:00 UT on 22 August 2001 [Eastwood et al., 2007] , we found that the magnetic field does not contain a significant guide field after 09:44:25 UT when the correlated reversal in V x and B z was detected and this signature is usually interpreted as an X line. However, in Figure 2 given by Eastwood et al. and 09:44:25 UT was obviously larger than that after 09:44:25 UT. We assume that the magnetic field contained a small guide field B y0 before 09:44:25 UT and carry out case 2 to investigate the reconnection configuration at the earthward side of the X line.
[27] Driven by the inflows mentioned in Simulation model, the standing X line is formed in the center (x = L x /2 = 20d i , z = 0) of the simulation domain. The multiple X line reconnection, in which the moving plasmoid-like structures and a reconnection diffusion region around the X line are involved, is initiated in a long current sheet. At six separate times (t = 8.5, 9.5, 10, 11.0, 11.5 and 12.0t A ) the configurations of multiple X line reconnection on the earthward side of the X line are shown in Figure 6 where the contours of the out-of-plane magnetic field B y are exhibited by the color plots; the magnetic field lines (i.e., the contours of A(x, z)), magnetic separatrices and velocity vectors of plasma flow are denoted by the solid lines, dashed lines and arrows, respectively. In Figure 6 the quadrupolar pattern of the out-of-plane B y component around the standing X line is generated by Hall effect. A plasmoid is embedded between the B y structures on the earthward side of the X line. The in-plane plasma flows marked by the arrows exhibit the inflows from the top and bottom boundaries and the high-speed earthward flow from the X line which pushes the plasmoid to move earthward in Figure 6 . At t = 8.5t A (Figure 6a ) the structures of B y contours with the reversed sign emerge in the plasmoid contained between the B y structures of the X line. The plasmoid moving earthward gradually grows in the reconnection process and the B y structures with the blue and red color occur at the left side of the sizable plasmoid at t = 9.5 and 10t A (Figures 6b  and 6c) . The blue and red B y regions gradually approach to the left boundary and the new B y structures emerge in the inner region of plasmoid, as shown in Figures 6d and 6e . At t = 12t A the blue and red B y pieces located at the left side of the outer region has departed from the simulation domain, and the quadrupolar pattern of the inner B y region exists in the remainder of the plasmoid, as seen in Figure 6f . In Figure 6 the reconnection configurations, the behaviors of the earthward moving plasmoid and the B y picture including the inner and outer regions in the plasmoid are somewhat similar to those in Figure 1 ; but the differences between Figures 6 and 1 can be found as follows: (1) the maximum and minimum of B y contours in Figure 6 are larger than those in Figure 1 , as shown in the color bars, Figure 6 . The magnetic field lines (solid lines), the contours of the out-of-plane magnetic field B y (color plots), and the velocity vectors of the plasma flow (arrows) at the earthward side of the X line for case 2 with B y0 = 0.15 at (a) t = 8.5t A , (b) t = 9.5t A , (c) t = 10.0t A , (d) t = 11.0t A , (e) t = 11.5t A , and (f) t = 12.0t A .
due to the addition of B y0 = 0.15 in case 2; and (2) in Figure 6 the B y structures emerged from the plasmoid are the quasi-quadrupolar patterns in which the red areas with B y > 0.15 are larger than the blue areas with B y < 0.15. These features in the moving plasmoid in case 2 resemble to those in the standing plasmoid in the case with B y0 = 0.1 [Liu et al., 2009] .
[28] In Figure 6 the given points P 4 (x = 6.1d i , z = −0.6d i ) and P 5 (x = 8.9d i , z = 2.1d i ) are denoted by boxed dots and open triangles, respectively. For case 2 the time variations of the magnetic field B x , B y , B z components and the plasma velocity V x component at P 4 and P 5 are shown in Figures 7a-7d where the time histories at P 4 and P 5 are expressed by the solid lines and dashed lines, respectively. In Figure 7a the small positive B x is recorded at P 4 which is below the neutral sheet and close to the midplane, and the negative B x is observed at P 5 above the current sheet in the simulation coordinate system. In Figure 7c the history of B z at P 4 exhibits the bipolar negative/positive signature associated with the passage of an earthward moving plasmoid; but at P 5 being near the plasmoid's edge only the positive B z is recorded after t = 8.5t A . At P 4 and P 5 the time developments of the V x component in the earthward plasma flow are shown in Figure 7d . The enhancement of the earthward velocity and the bipolar B z signature are simultaneously observed at P 4 close to the neutral sheet; but the increase in V x doesn't be found in the history of P 5 being out of the sphere of the plasmoid, as shown in Figure 7d . It means that the high-speed earthward flow from the X line exists in the current sheet region within the plasmoid.
[29] Comparing Figure 7c with Figure 7b , we find that the bipolar (−/+) signature of B z is correlated with the peaking signature of the positive B y in the histories of P 4 ; and the negative B y is observed at P 5 being on the opposite side of P 4 . The positive and negative B y signatures recorded at P 4 and P 5 are related to the several layer B y asymmetric structures associated with Hall effect in case 2 (B y0 = 0.15). At t = 8.5t A P 4 lies above the red wing in the B y structure of the X line and P 5 is in the blue wing of the B y structure of the X line, as seen in Figure 6a . In Figure 7b the peaking B y signature is recorded at P 4 during t = 8.5-10.5t A when the red piece in the B y structure emerged from the left side of the plasmoid passes through P 4 . In the peaking B y signature the peaked B y is 0.5, comparing with about 0.13 just outside, the incremental factor of B y is approaching to 4. The new B y structures occur in the inner region of plasmoid. While the plasmoid moves earthward the red piece of the inner B y region travels through P 4 , that leads to the occurrence of a second peak at about 11t A in the B y history of P 4 . In Figure 7b the B y peaking signature with a period of approximate 4t A (≈7s) can be comparable to the small-scale magnetic flux rope detected by Cluster 3 [Eastwood et al., 2007] . In the meantime the B y is maintained at the negative value in the B y history of P 5 which continues to be near the blue wing in the B y structure around the X line. The situations behave like the Cluster observations in which a negative B y spike was observed by Cluster 3 and the positive B y were detected by other Cluster spacecraft on the opposite side of Cluster 3, as shown in Figure 10 given by Eastwood et al. [2007] .
[30] As well known, however, the direction of the core field in the magnetic flux rope is usually in the direction of the B y component of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) [Moldwin and Hughes, 1992] . And the cross-tail component B y in the magnetotail is well correlated with the B y component in IMF [Fairfield, 1979; Lui, 1984] . The Hall MHD simulation carried out by Liu et al. [2009] showed that in the cases with the initial guide field B y0 ≥ 0.3 the polarity of the B y component is modified from a quadrupolar pattern to the positive everywhere and the strong core field with the same direction as B y0 is created in the plasmoid. The similar result was obtained from the hybrid simulation [Karimabadi et al., 1999] . Winglee et al. [1998] made a comparison of reconnection signatures from global fluid modeling and in situ observations by Geotail and found that the most intense core field tends to be in the same direction as B y IMF, also consistent with observations.
[31] Whereas, the direction of the core field in the "smallscale flux rope" observed by Cluster 3 is opposite to the direction of the B y component observed by other Cluster spacecraft, so that it doesn't be such a magnetic flux rope to be usually interpreted as. We suggest that the B y signatures observed by Cluster 3 and other Cluster spacecraft may be attributed to that the several layer B y asymmetric structures associated with Hall effect, as shown in case 2.
[32] At the given points P 4 and P 5 the time variations of the Hall electric field E ix , E iy and E iz components in case 2 are shown in Figure 8 where the solid lines and the dashed lines denote the histories at P 4 and P 5 , respectively. While the earthward moving plasmoid passes through P 4 , there are no any notable enhancements in the E ix and E iz histories marked by the solid lines. But E ix and E iz (dashed line) observed at P 5 are larger than those recorded at P 4 much close to the neutral sheet, as seen in Figures 8a and 8c . Simultaneously, Figure 8b shows that there are the small perturbations in the E iy histories. Such Hall electric field signatures recoded at P 4 resemble to those observed at P 1 and P 2 while a tailward moving plasmoid travels through P 1 and P 2 close to the neutral sheet. It implies that the addition of the small guide field B y0 = 0.15 doesn't lead to the significant variation of the Hall electric field.
[33] However, the computational E i for P 4 is not consistent with the electric field observation from Cluster 3 during the occurrence of a bipolar B z signature. At the core of the "magnetic flux rope" the notable enhancement and variation of the electric field found by Cluster 3 was structured on scales comparable to d i = c/w pi [Eastwood et al., 2007] , and so it could not be dominated by the electron inertia or a nongyrotropic pressure, which break the electron frozen-in condition at the scale of the electron inertial length d e = c/w pe much less d i .
[34] The cause for the differences between the computational E i and the electric field observed by Cluster 3 are explained as follows: In this simulation the X line at the center (x = L x /2 = 20d i , z = 0) of the simulation domain remains stationary. The similar Hall electric field signatures are recorded while the earthward and tailward moving plasmoids pass through the given points close to the neutral sheet, where the weak magnetic fields lead to the small Hall electric fields (J × B). At 09:44:25 UT on 22 August 2001 the Cluster spacecraft observed a correlated positive/ negative reversal in the x component of the plasma velocity and the z component of the magnetic field, which is usually interpreted as an X line [Ueno et al., 1999] , and the observation indicated the X line with the surrounding magnetic field was moving earthward relative to the spacecraft. Thus, an additional electric field E′ = −V′ × B may be generated by the coupling between the earthward movement of the magnetic field around the X line and the magnetic field B. Assuming the relative velocity V′ has a x component V′ x , the addition of E′ y ∼ V′ x B z associated with a bipolar B z signature can lead to a bipolar variation of the electric field y component. As seen in Figure 11 given by Eastwood et al. [2007] , the reversal in E y observed by Cluster 3 occurs at the same time as the reversal in B z , that might be representative of the additional electric field E′ y ∼ V′ x B z . In the meantime the coupling between V′ x and a B y spike may result in the enhancement in the electric field z component (E′ z ∼ −V′ x B y ). If the relative velocity V′ contains a y component V′ y , the addition of E′ x ∼ −V′ y B z can cause the reversal of the electric field x component corresponding to the reversal in B z , as seen in the electric field structure of Figure 11 observed by Cluster 3.
[35] Using the magnetic field data from Cluster 3 and assuming V′ x and V′ y ∼ 400 km, the additional electric field E′ = −V′ × B are estimated and a brief account is as follows: The reversal of E′ y corresponds to the reversal in the bipolar B z signature and the amplitude of positive E′ y is obviously larger than that in negative E′ y . These features of the E′ y are similar to those in E y observed by Cluster 3 and the estimated magnitude of E′ y is about 30%-50% of E y observed by Cluster 3. The enhancement of E′ z associated with the spike in the magnitude of B y and the reversal of E′ x correlated with the reversal of B z can be comparable with the observed features of E z and E x . But the estimated value of E′ z and E′ x is only about 10%-20% of E z and E x detected by Cluster 3. Thus, we suggest that the electric field detected by Cluster 3 might be related to the additional electric field generated by the coupling between the earthward movement of the magnetic field around the X line and the magnetic field B.
Summary
[36] A Hall MHD simulation of multiple X line reconnection, in which a reconnection diffusion region around the standing X line and the moving plasmoid-like structures are involved, has been carried out. The reversal of the magnetic field B z component at the X line is correlated with the reversal of the plasma velocity V x component and the earthward and tailward outflows with the same magnitude are ejected from the standing X line. The characteristic quadrupolar pattern of the out-of-plane B y component around the reconnection X line is generated by Hall effect. On both sides of the X line the small plasmoids emerged from the current sheet are contained between the B y structures of the X line. In case 1 (B y0 = 0) the profiles of the B y component in the diffusion region show the mirror image signature associated with the quadrupole B y structure around the X line. The symmetric Hall electric field in the (x, z) plane is inwardly directed on both sides of the current sheet and the out-of-plane electric field E iy is almost negative in the vicinity of reconnection diffusion region. These features of Hall magnetic and electric fields in the diffusion region and the direction reversal of the electron flow in the vicinity of the magnetic separatrices in case 1 are comparable to the observations from Cluster [Eastwood et al., 2007] and Geotail [Deng et al., 2004] .
[37] Paying our attention to the right side of the X line, we find that the plasmoid gradually grows and the openness of the B y quadrupolar structure around the X line correspondingly expands while the plasmoid moves tailward. The new B y structure is generated by Hall current and the B y picture including the inner and outer regions occurs in the plasmoid. While it moves tailward and travels through the given points P 1 , P 2 and P 3 , the histories of B z show the bipolar positive/negative signatures correlated with highspeed tailward flow. This indicates that the plasmoid is convected in the outflow of reconnection X line. It is worthy of note in the histories of the magnetic field components that the bipolar B z signatures are accompanied by the bipolar B y waveform signatures associated with the development of the several layer B y structures. The bipolar B y waveform signatures with the opposite reversals are recorded at P 1 and the given points (P 2 , P 3 ) on the opposite side of P 1 . They arise from that the pieces with the opposite signs in the B y structures generated by Hall current pass over P 1 above the neutral sheet and the given points (P 2 , P 3 ) below the neutral sheet, respectively. Besides, the amplitude of the B y fluctuation signature observed at P 2 closest to the neutral sheet is less than those at P 1 and P 3 . The histories of the Hall electric field E ix , E iy and E iz components at the given points P 1 and P 2 close to the neutral sheet show that there are no any notable enhancements in E ix and E iz , but there is a E iy perturbation in the history of P 1 and a rise in the E iy signature is observed at P 2 during the passage of the tailward moving plasmoid. Such magnetic and electric field variations in case 1 are qualitatively in line with the observations from Geotail [Deng et al., 2004] and Cluster spacecraft [Eastwood et al., 2007] during the passage of a magnetic island.
[38] The correlated reversal in V x and B z was detected by Cluster at 09:44:25 UT and this signature is usually interpreted as an X line. Inspecting attentively to the magnetic field observed by Cluster, we find that the amplitude of B y component before 09:44:25 UT, in particular between 09:41:25 and 09:44:25 UT, was obviously larger than that after 09:44:25 UT [Eastwood et al., 2007] . We assume that the magnetic field contained a small guide field B y0 before 09:44:25 UT and carry out case 2 (B y0 = 0.15) to investigate the reconnection configuration at the earthward side of the X line. The reconnection configurations, the behaviors of the earthward moving plasmoid and the B y picture including the inner and outer regions in the plasmoid in case 2 are somewhat similar to those in case 1. But the differences between case 2 and case 1 can be found as follows: (1) the magnitudes of B y contours in case 2 are larger than those in case 1 due to the addition of B y0 = 0.15 in case 2; and (2) the B y structures emerged from the plasmoid are the quasiquadrupolar patterns in which the red areas with B y > 0.15 are larger than the blue areas with B y < 0.15 in case 2.
[39] The history of the B z component recorded at the given point P 4 close to the neutral sheet exhibits a bipolar negative/positive signature corresponding to the passage of an earthward moving plasmoid; but at P 5 near the plasmoid's edge only the positive B z is observed after 8.5t A . At P 4 the bipolar (−/+) signature of B z is correlated with the peaking signature of the positive B y ; and the negative B y is observed at P 5 on the opposite side of P 4 . The positive and negative B y signatures recorded at P 4 and P 5 are related to the several layer B y asymmetric structures associated with Hall effect in case 2. The peaking signature of B y is recorded at P 4 while the red pieces with B y > 0.15 in the B y structures emerged from the plasmoid pass through P 4 . Simultaneously, the B y is maintained at the negative value in the B y history of P 5 which continues to be near the blue wing in the B y structure around the X line. The situations behave like the Cluster observations in which a negative B y spike was observed by Cluster 3 and was referred to as the "small-scale magnetic flux rope" [Eastwood et al., 2007] ; in the meantime the positive B y were detected by other Cluster spacecraft on the opposite side of Cluster 3. As well known, however, the direction of the core field in the magnetic flux rope is usually in the direction of the B y component of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) [Moldwin and Hughes, 1992] . And the cross-tail component B y in the magnetotail is well correlated with the B y component in IMF [Fairfield, 1979; Lui, 1984] . We suggest that the B y spike observed only by Cluster 3 doesn't be such a magnetic flux rope to be usually interpreted as; and the B y signatures observed by Cluster 3 and other Cluster spacecraft may be attributed to the several layer B y asymmetric structures associated with Hall effect, as shown in case 2 (B y0 = 0.15). While the earthward moving plasmoid passes through P 4 , there are no any notable enhancements in the histories of E ix and E iz ; and there exists the small E iy perturbation in the E iy history. The Hall electric field signatures recoded at P 4 resemble to those observed at P 1 and P 2 close to the neutral sheet where the weak magnetic fields lead to the small Hall electric field (J × B). This implies that the addition of a small guide field B y0 = 0.15 doesn't lead to the significant variation of the Hall electric field. However, the computational E i for P 4 is not consistent with the electric field observation from Cluster 3 during the occurrence of a bipolar B z signature when the notable enhancement and variation of the electric field was found by Cluster 3. Considering that the X line at the center of the simulation domain remains stationary in this simulation, but the X line with the surrounding magnetic field was moving earthward relative to the spacecraft in the Cluster observation; we think that the notable enhancement and variation in the electric field detected by Cluster 3 might be related to the additional electric field generated by the coupling between the earthward movement of the magnetic field configuration around the X line and the magnetic field B.
[40] 1. In summary, the observed features of Hall magnetic and electric fields in the diffusion region [Eastwood et al., 2007] and the direction reversal of the electron flow in the vicinity of the magnetic separatrices [Deng et al., 2004] are displayed in case 1 with B y0 = 0. During the passage of the tailward moving plasmoid the bipolar B y waveform signatures associated with the Hall current and the Hall electric field signatures in case 1 are qualitatively in line with the observations from Geotail [Deng et al., 2004] and Cluster spacecraft [Eastwood et al., 2007] .
[41] 2. In case 2 (B y0 = 0.15) the peaking signature of the positive B y correlated with the bipolar (−/+) B z signature is observed while an earthward moving plasmoid passes though the given point P 4 close to the neutral sheet and the negative B y is recorded at P 5 on the opposite side of P 4 . Such positive and negative B y signatures, which are qualitatively in line with the observations from Cluster 3 and other Cluster spacecraft [Eastwood et al., 2007] , are attributed to the several layer B y asymmetric structures associated with Hall current, as seen in case 2. The notable enhancement and variation in the electric field detected by Cluster 3, which does not be reproduced in case 2, might arise from the additional electric field generated by the coupling between the earthward movement of the magnetic field configuration around the X line and the magnetic field B.
